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Abstract—In today’s digital era, credit card fraud is a preva-
lent issue that costs financial institutions and individuals billions
of dollars. To prevent such fraud, fraud detection systems are
implemented that use machine learning algorithms to analyze
patterns and detect transaction anomalies. However, these sys-
tems heavily rely on historical data, and if the data is limited or
biased, the system’s accuracy decreases significantly. This study
addresses this issue by investigating a real credit card transaction
dataset and determining different consumer behaviors. Synthetic
datasets are generated based on consumer behaviors to enhance
the accuracy of detecting fraudulent activities. According to the
findings, the Logistic Regression (LR) model exhibited superior
performance in both experiments. It achieved an impressive
accuracy of 96.4% with remarkable time efficiency in the first
experiment, and 94.5% accuracy in the second experiment, while
still maintaining excellent time efficiency. This research goes
through the procedures involved in analyzing a real dataset,
understanding consumer behaviors, and generating synthetic
datasets.

Index Terms—Fraud, Credit Card, Security System, Fraud
Detection, Fraud Prevention.

I. INTRODUCTION

Credit card fraud is a serious issue in the United States,
affecting both consumers and businesses [1] A study has
revealed that credit card fraud is on the rise, with an increasing
number of people feeling violated and unsafe.The business
sector lost a significant amount of money amounting to 28.65
billion in 2018 due to fraud through data breaches and method
of contact [2]. Most cases of identity theft, and credit card
fraud occurred either through phone calls or websites [3]. This
has led to a growing need for a suitable solution to eliminate
these cybercrimes.

The severity of credit card fraud is apparent from the most
devastating data breaches ever recorded in history resulting
from credit card fraud that took place between 2005 and 2014
[4]. These breaches impacted a large number of accounts,
emphasizing the importance of improving credit card security

systems. This is essential to establish a safe environment and
provide enhanced security for credit card users. Notably, there
has been a surge in identity theft cases, with credit card fraud
emerging as a prevalent form of identity theft since January
2020. [5]

Identity theft crimes is a severe issue since credit card fraud
accounts for 29% of all identity theft reported in 2018 [6].
Based on a 2018 study, the United States has witnessed a surge
in reports of identity theft fraud. Instances of credit card fraud
have doubled within the last year and are projected to continue
growing [7]. These developments have inflicted significant
harm on financial systems. Unauthorized financial transactions
can result in bankruptcy, making it extremely challenging for
businesses to receive timely payments.

Types of fraudulent activities that can be identified in-
clude credit card fraud, computer intrusion, telecommunication
fraud, theft/counterfeit fraud, bankruptcy fraud, and appli-
cation fraud. [8]. Offline and online credit card fraud are
different. When the card is present and physically stolen, it
is considered offline fraud. Otherwise, when the credit card
information is used for unauthorized purchases made through
the internet, it is considered online fraud. A security system
must be developed to prevent such fraud, especially online
fraud [9].

Credit card fraud detection can be challenging because
users spend differently, which makes it difficult to implement
a one-size-fits-all fraud detection model [10]. As consumer
behavior varies widely [11], it can be challenging to establish
fraud patterns, making it difficult to distinguish legitimate
transactions from fraudulent ones. Therefore, it is necessary
to adopt a more personalized approach to fraud detection, uti-
lizing advanced technology and machine learning algorithms
to detect unusual patterns and behavior specific to each user.

This paper aims to address the issue of fraud in multiple
consumer behaviors. The proposed solution involves devel-
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oping a system that employs machine learning techniques
to detect fraudulent activities. To achieve this, the system
is trained on various spending behaviors, and each user is
assigned a behavior based on their spending habits. Different
models for fraud detection are then employed for each type
of behavior. This allows for a personalized approach to fraud
detection, which is more effective in identifying suspicious
activity specific to each user. Employing different models for
fraud detection for each type of behavior allows for more
accurate detection and reduces the number of false positives,
which can be costly and time-consuming to investigate.

II. RELATED WORK

Numerous studies have been conducted worldwide with the
objective of mitigating credit card fraud. These studies have
explored various approaches, such as employing fraud detec-
tion algorithms and monitoring consumer behavior patterns to
identify potentially fraudulent credit card transactions. [12]–
[14]. In a study conducted by Saxena and Ponnapalli [15],
a novel system was developed to generate offline, server-
less, one-time credit card numbers for users. This innovative
approach eliminates the need for online communication with
the server. The system utilizes a shared key to generate unique
credit card numbers and employs a private key for each
customer to sign and record transaction information, ensur-
ing non-repudiation of online transactions. By leveraging the
existing credit card numbering structure, the authors enabled
online transactions using traditional infrastructure.

Meredith et al. [16] undertook a project focused on credit
card fraud detection, leveraging mobile device location track-
ing. Their system incorporated a processor capable of de-
termining a fraud percentage by monitoring the location of
the user’s device, which is linked to the credit card ac-
count. Specifically, it considers the initial registered area
location where the user establishes the credit card account..
Rajasekaran and Varadarajan [17] built a model to decrease
the potential credit card fraud by generating a one-time credit
card number at the user’s machine and sending it to the credit
card issuer bank/company and merchant. The card issuer then
applies authentication operations, such as a one-way password,
or a string of letters, to be able to verify the user’s identity. If
the numbers match, the user is authenticated.

Other studies proposed different models in an effort to
minimize credit card fraud [18], [19]. For example, Essebag et
al [20] have developed a comprehensive system that provides a
dynamic security code that can change the security code CVV
(Card Verification Value) of a prepaid, debit, or credit card,
providing dynamic security code values that have limited use
to one online transactions only.

In their proposal, McDonald [21] introduced a system that
enables secure online purchases without the need for physical
cards. This system utilizes a Personal Digital Identity Token
(PDIT) as a biometric identifier for the cardholder, establishing
a connection to a reliable set of civil identity credentials. On a
similar note, Barbour [22] developed a system that facilitates

financial transactions over a communication medium. Users
who possess an account linked to a consistent account num-
ber can utilize this system. A unique, one-time-use number,
derived from the account holder’s information, is generated
and authorized for transfer as part of the transaction process.

The majority of the research on credit card fraud detection
primarily focuses on using anomaly detection to analyze users’
behavior [23] However, this is often done in two ways - either
by training one model for all users [24], [25] or by training
a model for each user [26], [27]. Both these approaches have
their limitations. The first approach is less accurate as it fails to
fit each category of behavior, while the second requires more
computing resources and may perform poorly when working
with small data sets.

III. DATASETS

This section explains the multiple datasets that have been
utilized in this paper.

A. Real Dataset

The initial set of information is highly popular among
scholars globally. The dataset includes 284,807 credit card
transactions carried out online by European credit card holders
over a period of two days in September 2013 [28]. The data
offered in this set has been subject to Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) transformation due to reasons of privacy and
confidentiality.

B. Artificially Generated Datasets

This study generated multiple synthetic datasets that reflect
distinct patterns of user behavior based on their spending
habits and online payment transactions across a range of stores
or websites. The datasets incorporate novelty characteristics to
better capture these patterns.

Researchers have created these datasets with the intention of
simulating a variety of hypothetical scenarios. Consequently,
they have produced six distinct datasets, each categorized
under one of six different categories. Each category of the
six categories’ specification are listed as follows:

1) The first category of datasets portrays a typical spending
pattern, i.e., that of an average individual. This category
includes three different users, each with a total of 1000
transactions. These users have only a few IMEI/IP
locations and addresses (longitudes and latitudes) and
make purchases from a limited number of online stores.
On average, they spend $150 per transaction and make
purchases in the period from 8 am to 11:59 pm.

2) The second category of datasets pertains to multiple
locations, that is, individuals who make online purchases
from multiple websites. This category includes three
different users, each with a total of 1000 transactions.
These users have several IMEI/IP addresses associated
with varying locations, and they purchase from a limited
number of online stores. On average, they spend $500
per transaction and shop at various times throughout the
day, without any discernible pattern.
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3) The third category of datasets represents high spending
behavior, that is, individuals who spend a significant
amount of money on online purchases. This category
includes three different users, each with a total of 1000
transactions. These users have a limited number of
IMEI/IP locations and addresses, and they shop from
multiple e-markets. On average, they spend $3000 per
transaction and shop at various times throughout the day,
following a specific pattern.

4) The fourth category of datasets relates to extensive
usage of locations, that is, individuals who make online
purchases from over 20 different locations. This category
includes three different users, each with a total of 1000
transactions. These users have a large number of various
locations and IMEI/IP addresses, and they shop from a
moderate number of different online stores. On average,
they spend $500 per transaction and make purchases
between 8 am and 11:59 pm.

5) The fifth category of datasets pertains to individuals
who purchase items from multiple online stores, that
is, different stores buyers. This category includes three
different users, each with a total of 1000 transactions.
These users have a moderate number of IMEI/IP ad-
dresses and locations, and they shop from a wide variety
of online stores. On average, they spend $1000 per
transaction and make purchases between 8 am and 11:59
pm.

6) The final category of datasets combines all five afore-
mentioned categories. It includes three different users,
total of 1000 transactions each. These users shop from
various locations using multiple IMEI/IP addresses and
purchase from a diverse range of online stores. On
average, they spend $3000 per transaction and make
purchases at various times throughout the day, without
any particular pattern.

The above six categories were designed based on different
variables that reflect various online payment behaviors. The
six synthetic datasets were created to mimic real human
spending behavior while maintaining the most likely situations
for each user that are included in the synthetic datasets can
be predicted. The six categories represent different levels
of difficulty in guessing the user’s pattern. The first two
categories represent the simplest user behavior, while the third
and fourth categories are more complex, with an extended
range of variables. These cases are expected to be more
challenging for ML algorithms to specify a clear pattern or
behavior, leading to a decrease in accuracy and precision. The
last two categories, 5 and 6, are very sophisticated, and ML
algorithms may encounter significant difficulties when trying
to determine the spending behavior of individual users. Hence,
the weakest performance is anticipated in these categories.

In 2020, Tugba Sabanoglu conducted a study on credit
card transactions [29]. The study revealed that most customers
engage in online transactions, with 31% of respondents making
at least one online transaction per month. Additionally, 24%

of cardholders make online purchases twice every 14 days,
while 20% of cardholders use their credit cards for online
transactions once per week. These percentages are relatively
similar to each other. Therefore, to represent the actual data
in the real world, the study considered two transactions per
week.

The original synthetic dataset consists of nine variables
or columns: UserAccountNumber, UserName (email address),
IP address, TransactionTime, TransactionAmount, Transac-
tionStore, Latitude, Longitude, and Status (a variable indi-
cating fraudulence, with a value of zero for non-fraudulent
transactions and one for fraudulent transactions). While the
data may be unmbalanced, it is free from any inappropriate
or missing values. To ensure compatibility with machine
learning algorithms, the generated datasets need to go through
adjustments and normalization to achieve balance.

Before integrating the machine learning algorithms, the
synthetic datasets undergo the following processing steps:

1) Transform the transaction’s daytime into a numerical
representation that corresponds to the hour of the day
when the transaction occurred

2) Transform the date of each transaction into the number
of days that have passed between consecutive transac-
tions.

3) To make the Transaction IP address numerical and
readable by machine learning algorithms, you can split
it into four groups based on its components. Each group
can represent one part of the IP address, such as the
octets in the IPv4 format. This will enable the algorithms
to process the IP address effectively.

4) The Username column, which contains nominal data,
should be removed from the dataset as machine learning
algorithms typically cannot handle nominal variables

5) Normalizing all columns to fit the ML models
After completing the necessary operations, the generated

datasets now contain eleven columns and are prepared for anal-
ysis. While there were no fraudulent transactions in the initial
datasets, researchers added fraudulent transactions to represent
1% of the all transactions. Additionally, they analyzed the
spending patterns of legitimate and fraudulent transactions and
considered the online purchasing pattern of users, taking into
account the possibility of IP addresses and locations being
spoofed. To generate the fraudulent transactions, also they
used 10% of the user’s genuine location and IP address. The
fraudulent transactions were designed similarly to legitimate
transactions, as fraudsters often use genuine accounts to com-
mit fraud but with different consumption patterns based on
various factors such as the amount, time, and location. The
study uses the most efficient ML algorithms to find fraudulent
transactions in their datasets. which will lead to generating
unbiased synthetic datasets that mimic the distribution of real-
world data and represent various consumer spending behav-
iors. The synthetic datasets comprise nine variables:

1) The User Account Number: A distinct identifier assigned
to each user in the dataset, allowing for numerical
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identification. Herein, the distribution of values for this
variable does not indicate any bias since it represents
a unique identification number. Moreover, the dataset
comprises three distinct users, with each user having
1000 recorded transactions.

2) Username: Researchers utilized email addresses as user-
names for each user in the dataset. However, this variable
is a string value. Thus, it’s not incorporated into the
integration of the machine learning algorithm.

3) Time gap: To calculate the time difference between con-
secutive transactions, the system examines the number of
days. The researchers took care to generate values that
follow a normal distribution for this feature, ensuring
that there is no bias present.

4) Transaction amount: The distribution of this variable
is heavily skewed to the left due to the prevalence of
small transaction amounts and a few instances of larger
amounts. Based on the specifications of Case six dataset,
which signifies high consumption behavior, the average
transaction amount in Case 6 is $3000, with a maximum
value of $11,900 and a minimum value of $13.5. The
standard deviation for this variable is $2,390, indicating
the extent of variability in transaction amounts. It is
designed to closely resemble the data distribution of
transaction amounts in the real dataset. In Case 6, all
users (user #0, user #1, user #2) have the same mean
and are evenly distributed.

5) Transaction Store: The variable representing the mer-
chant’s website for each transaction is a normalized
number. This normalization operation was implemented
to avoid any bias in the data generation. Note that this
feature exhibits the same data distribution for every user
in the dataset, with a mean value of 10 and a normal
distribution. Hence, there is no bias in the generation of
this feature.

6) Transaction IP: This variable shows the IP address for
each transaction is treated as a string variable. Therefore,
the data distribution is not considered significant. As an
address, it doesn’t carry any inherent bias.

7) Location (two variables “latitude, longitude”): This vari-
able is used to determine the precise location of each
transaction. Real values were utilized by the researchers
to populate this variable. The generation process in-
volved assigning distinct locations to different users
within the same dataset.

8) Time/h: This variable denotes the hour of the day in
which each transaction occurred. The value of this
variable was generated according to the specifications of
each artificial dataset, as suggested by the researchers.
Different time ranges were considered in different sce-
narios to appropriately reflect the desired conditions.

9) Status: The fraudulent determination variable distin-
guishes between fraudulent and non-fraudulent trans-
actions. While, a value of ”Zero” indicates a non-
fraudulent transaction, while a value of ”One” indicates

a fraudulent transaction. Note that the statistical anal-
ysis incorporates data from both fraudulent and non-
fraudulent transactions.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Due to the growing interest in consumer behavior and the
widespread use of credit card fraud detection, a personalized
approach to fraud detection is crucial. By utilizing advanced
technology and machine learning algorithms to identify un-
usual patterns and behavior unique to each user. Consequently,
this research focuses on creating a system that uses machine
learning techniques to detect fraudulent activities.

This paper proposes a novel approach to address this issue.
It trains machine learning models for different categories of
user behavior. By categorizing users based on their credit
card usage habits, the model assigns each user to a spe-
cific category. This results in more personalized and precise
fraud detection, with reduced classification errors and without
requiring massive computing resources. Overall, this new
approach aims to improve the accuracy and efficiency of credit
card fraud detection while minimizing resource requirements.

The study is divided into three stages, outlined below:
the selected machine learning algorithms are applied to the
first dataset (the real dataset) to obtain the outcomes of each
algorithm. Those results will be used to calibrate the algorithm
in the next stage. Secondly,the most efficient machine learning
algorithms are executed on the artificially generated datasets
to evaluate their performance in each category. Finally, the
outcomes of each algorithm in all experiments will ultimately
determine the most suitable and best-fitting machine learning
algorithm to be used with the generated datasets.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we will explore the selection and rationale
behind the machine learning algorithms employed in this
study. Specifically, five ML algorithms have been chosen
to effectively detect fraudulent transactions within the real
dataset, which are Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), item Logistic Regression
(LR), and Naı̈ve Bayes (NB).

In this experiment, investigators opted for machine learning
algorithms because these algorithms incorporate a binary clas-
sifier, which is essential for the study. Also, the investigators
are interested in 2 possible outcomes: a fraudulent transaction
or a non-fraudulent transaction. Therefore, investigators have
two distinct classes that they need to differentiate from each
other.

A. ML Experiment on the Real Dataset

This section evaluates the performance of 5 machine learn-
ing algorithms using a real dataset to distinguish between
fraudulent and non-fraudulent credit card transactions. The re-
search presents a comparison model that helps us analyze how
each machine learning algorithm performed on the dataset.
One effective way to compare the models is to use the Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which measures
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the performance of classification problems. The ROC curve
provides a visual representation of each model’s ability to
predict True-Positive Cases (TPC) and False-Positive Cases
(FPC), enabling us to compare their results more effectively.
See Figure 1.

Fig. 1: ROC comparison [30]

The ROC curve plot is a summary of the confusion matrices
of all the models used. The TPR is plotted on the Y-axis, and
the FPR is plotted on the X-axis. The closer a point is to the
top-left corner of the graph, the better the prediction ratio of
that model. In Figure 1, the ROC curve shows that the LR
model outperformed all other tested models. The light blue
line that represents the LR model in the graph is closest to
the top-left corner, indicating that it had fewer false-positive
cases and more true positives. In simpler terms, it can be said
that the Y-axis indicates the sensitivity of the model, while
the X-axis shows (1-specificity). Observation revealed that the
models had similar sensitivity ratios, with the exception of
the NB model, which had a sensitivity ratio of 91%. Among
all the models tested, the LR and NB models exhibited the
best specificity ratios, with specificity rates of 79% and 80%,
respectively. Table I shows a review of all measures for all
machine learning models.

TABLE I: Performance Comparison- Real Dataset [30]

Model/Measure Accuracy AUC Precision Recall F-Measure
NB 89.6% 0.908 96.7% 91.9% 93.8%
LR 96.4% 0.935 96.8% 99.1% 97.9%
DT 93.9% 0.867 93.9% 99.4% 96.5%
RF 94.6% 0.895 99.5% 99.5% 96.9%

SVM 86.2% 0.582 99.9% 100% 92.6%

According to Table I, The LR model exhibited the best
overall performance, although some models, such as RF and
DT, performed similarly in certain metrics. The LR model
achieved the highest accuracy 96.4% and F-Measure 97.9%
scores, and its AUC ratio 0.935 was the best among all the
machine learning models. On the other hand, the NB and
SVM models had the poorest performance among all the
models tested and will not be considered in future experiments.
However, there is another crucial criterion that the table did
not cover, which is time efficiency. Table II compares the time
efficiency among all ML models.

The LR and NB models demonstrated superior time ef-
ficiency in this research. As a result, the LR model was
deemed the best model in terms of both performance and

TABLE II: Time Efficiency- Real Dataset

Model/Time Measure Training Time
(1000 Rows)

Scoring Time
(1000 Rows) Total Time

NB 10 ms 198 ms 17 s
LR 23 ms 219 ms 17 s
DT 50 ms 172 ms 18 s
RF 282 ms 1 s 2 min 25 s

SVM 4 s 12 s 27 min 1 s

time efficiency. Table II indicated that the SVM and RF
models performed well, but their execution times were consid-
erably longer. Thus, the outcomes must be balanced between
both time and performance to determine the most appro-
priate model. Researchers executed these machine learning
algorithms on a standard machine with a Core i5 1.6 GHz
processor, 8 GB RAM, and Windows 10 operating system
using RapidMiner Studio. It’s important to note that using
machines with better system specifications may result in
different processing times.

B. ML Experiment on the synthetic datasets

This section shows the results of the top-performing ma-
chine learning algorithms (DT, LR, and RF) on the actual
dataset used in the initial experiment. Table III illustrates the
performance of the selected ML algorithms on the synthetic
dataset used in the second experiment.

TABLE III: Average Performance- Synthetic Dataset

Model/Measure Accuracy AUC Precision Recall F-Measure
LR 94.5% 0.875 94.10% 97% 95.50%
DT 87.2% 0.5605 93.6% 88.70% 87.00%
RF 90.3% 0.82 95.35% 51.80% 85.20%

Table IV summarizes all ML algorithms’ time efficiency in
each case of the artificial dataset. In the table, researchers ob-
serve that the machine learning algorithms behave differently
with different inputs and variables.

TABLE IV: Time efficiency of the six cases

Model/
Time Measure

Training Time
(1000 Rows)

Scoring Time
(1000 Rows) Total Time

LR 177.5 ms 112.5 ms 2 s
DT 170.6 ms 160 ms 2 s
RF 129.5 ms 601 ms 14 s

The synthetic experiment involved using three ML al-
gorithms with a binary classifier to distinguish fraudulent
transactions from non-fraudulent ones. As expected, different
performances were observed between the real and synthetic
datasets due to their varying sizes. However, the LR algo-
rithm still demonstrated an average accuracy of 94.5% and
precision ratio of 96%, compared to 96.4% in the real dataset
experiment. Consequently, it can be concluded that the LR
algorithm remains the best choice for the system as it has the
best performance, accuracy, precision, F-measure, and time
efficiency among all models.

However, due to the variation of inputs in each case in the
synthetic dataset, the machine learning models took more time
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to process data in complex cases. The RF model’s complexity
resulted in constructing numerous DTs based on the input
variables, making it the least time-efficient model among
others.

C. Real dataset Experiment Vs. the Synthetic dataset Experi-
ment

In this section, the results of each experiment will be
examined, and a comprehensive comparison will be made to
evaluate the performance and efficiency across all experiments.

1) Performance Comparison : This section compares the
results of the real and synthetic datasets in terms of different
metrics to evaluate the performance of each machine learning
algorithm with varying dataset sizes and variables. The ML
algorithm with the highest accuracy, precision, F-measure, and
AUC percentages in the shortest time is considered the best
performer. Table V shows that in the first experiment, the five
ML algorithms achieved an average F-measure of 89.23% and
precision of 94.35%. The SVM and NB models showed the
worst performance and were not used in the synthetic dataset
experiment. The SVM algorithm was excluded from the ex-
periment because it takes too much time to detect fraudulent
transactions. The LR model performed the best in the first
experiment, with 96.4% accuracy and 96.8% precision, and
an F-measure of 97.9% based on all performance measures.

TABLE V: Performance Comparison- Synthetic vs. Real
Datasets

(a) Real Dataset

Model/
Measure Accuracy AUC Precision Recall F-Measure

NB 89.6% 0.908 96.7% 91.9% 93.8%
LR 96.4% 0.935 96.8% 99.1% 97.9%
DT 93.9% 0.867 93.9% 99.4% 96.5%
RF 94.6% 0.895 99.5% 99.5% 96.9%

SVM 86.2% 0.582 99.9% 100% 92.6%

(b) Synthetic Dataset

Model/
Measure Accuracy AUC Precision Recall F-Measure

LR 94.5% 0.875 94.10% 97% 95.50%
DT 87.2% 0.5605 93.6% 88.70% 87.00%
RF 90.3% 0.82 95.35% 51.80% 85.20%

The second experiment investigates six distinct synthetic
datasets containing different variables, each containing 3000
rows that correspond to three users. the proposed unsupervised
machine learning model learns from past transactions and
trains itself accordingly. In contrast, the dataset used in the first
experiment (the real dataset) has 284,804 rows. Thus, achiev-
ing 94.5% accuracy and 96% precision using the LR algorithm
in the second experiment is a significant accomplishment, as
the model has limited data to rely on.

2) Time Efficiency Comparison: This study highlights a
disparity in the number of variables employed between the
two experiments. The real dataset encompasses 21 variables
post data cleaning, whereas the synthetic datasets comprise

only 11 variables. Consequently, it is anticipated that the
ML algorithms will exhibit superior performance in detect-
ing fraudulent transactions within the real dataset. Table VI
provides a summary of the time efficiency exhibited by the
ML algorithms in both experiments. The table reveals that the
SVM model demonstrated the poorest time efficiency in the
first experiment. Conversely, the LR model displayed good
time efficiency in both experiments, while the DT model
exhibited a comparable level of time efficiency to the LR
model.

TABLE VI: Time Efficiency (Real Vs. Synthetic Datasets)

(a) Real Dataset

Model/
Time Measure

Training Time
(1000 Rows)

Scoring Time
(1000 Rows) Total Time

NB 10 ms 198 ms 17 s
LR 23 ms 219 ms 17 s
DT 50 ms 172 ms 18 s
RF 282 ms 1 s 2 min 25 s

SVM 4 s 12 s 27 min 1 s

(b) Synthetic Dataset

Model/
Time Measure

Training Time
(1000 Rows)

Scoring Time
(1000 Rows) Total Time

LR 177.5 ms 112.5 ms 2 s
DT 170.6 ms 160 ms 2 s
RF 129.5 ms 601 ms 14 s

The LR model continues to demonstrate superior perfor-
mance and time efficiency in both experiments. When com-
paring the time efficiency in both experiments, it becomes
apparent that the scoring time in the synthetic dataset is 50%
faster than in the real dataset, resulting in quicker identification
of fraudulent transactions. Therefore, it can be inferred that
utilizing fewer critical features leads to better time efficiency
while maintaining a similar level of performance.

VI. DISCUSSION

This section covers the technical details of the fraud detec-
tion process, which is executed on the server side without
requiring user intervention. This experiment suggests some
new features to enhance the current online credit card system,
including:

1) User’s location (longitude, latitude)
2) IP address or the IMEI number
3) Transaction’s store
4) Transaction time period (time difference between every

two consecutive transactions)
5) Time (the time in hours of the day)
6) Transaction’s amount

This section will delve into the underlying operations of
the proposed system. The system performs the primary fraud
detection operations on the server-side without the user’s
involvement. The machine learning algorithm is applied by
the server to carry out fraud detection using the proposed
features in this study. To test the model, researchers used
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several datasets, including a real dataset and artificially gen-
erated datasets that simulate the real dataset. Additionally,
they evaluated their approach by integrating multiple ML
algorithms on all datasets to observe their performance and
their interaction with different situations or user behavior. As
a result, they selected the LR ML algorithm as it demonstrated
great performance in both experiments.

Trivedi et al. [31] conducted a comparative study using the
same real dataset used in this research. They found that the
RF algorithm performed best with 95% precision, but they
did not consider the time required for this model. In contrast,
the proposed system achieved better performance with the LR
algorithm, achieving 96% precision while being very time-
efficient.

In another study by Lakshmi et al. [32], they implemented
three ML algorithms (DT, LR, and RF) on different variables
in two datasets with five and ten variables. Their results
showed the following accuracies for each model: for the first
dataset, LR 87.2%, DT 89%, and RF 90.1%, and for the second
dataset, LR 88.6%, DT 92.5%, and RF 93.6%. The developed
system uses only six features, and researchers obtained better
results than their approach, achieving 94.5% accuracy for the
LR model.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research examined several ML algorithms to identify
the most suitable one for the proposed system based on six
hypothetical cases. In the first experiment, five ML algorithms
are used, including DT, LR, RF, NB, and SVM, on a real
dataset. researchers then selected the top three models to use
in the second experiment. After conducting both experiments,
the study found that the LR model performed the best. In
the first experiment, the LR model achieved 96.4% accuracy
with excellent time efficiency, and in the second experiment,
it reached 94.5% accuracy while maintaining great time effi-
ciency. The second experiment also demonstrated a remarkable
reduction in scoring time by more than 50% compared to
the first experiment by utilizing only six crucial features. In
the third experiment, researchers found that combining all six
features led to better performance than using some of them.
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